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How to have fossil fuels and low carbon all at the same time
using commercially available capital investment, no subsidy and energy prices people can
accept - A market instrument for hydrocarbon which does not emit any net CO2, which can
be driven by energy buyers, regulators and investors, to encourage or force an increasing
amount of carbon capture every year

Can you colour Red Hydrocarbon in?
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BECAUSE The fossil fuel vs renewable debate is going nowhere

Bureaucrats ﬂy
to international
meetings

Wind enthusiasts
want wind, some
people don’t want
wind

Oil companies
want to produce oil

Car drivers want
to drive

Clever people
designed an
emission trading
scheme

BUT We can have fossil fuels and low carbon at the same time
using carbon capture and storage

THE CHALLENGE IS GETTING CARBON CAPTURE FINANCED. The solution is to spread
the cost of carbon capture over many energy buyers

And create a
regulation and market
driven system to push
people to use it

To concentrate a large
amount of finance to build a
carbon capture plant

Energy buyers: lots of people would be willing to spend a bit of extra money on a
flight, if it meant they don’t have to worry about CO2 damage their flying causes.

Some people might spend 10% more on their electricity bill, if it means
that it is an extra 25 per cent zero carbon.

The regulators might say:

If all the oil and coal
companies were required to
make a certain percentage
of their production or
imports zero emission

and that percentage
can increase every
year up to 100

then we can get
to zero emission
without any cost

Oil and gas investors might say:

I’m nervous about
investing in an oil and gas
company, in case a future
government says, you can’t
produce your reserves

But if the oil company
is also doing carbon
capture, that should
mitigate that risk

Red Hydrocarbon
A market instrument for hydrocarbon which does not emit any net CO2, which can
be driven by energy buyers, regulators and investors, to encourage or force an
increasing amount of carbon capture every year

Rex Gaisford has designed what we believe is a strong ﬁnancial framework for achieving zero
carbon with no emissions, but we need you to colour it in - to develop the markets and policy
to make it work.
To explore further, you can read Rex’s in-depth paper at http://bit.ly/rexredhc3
and the summary on the following page
And sign up to our newsletter at www.redhydrocarbon.com,
to keep up to date with news and events about Red Hydrocarbon.

how Red Hydrocarbon works
Red Hydrocarbon is based on a dual market
scheme, dividing all hydrocarbons into two
market classes, each working independently
as free markets.
“Black” hydrocarbon means business as
usual.
“Red” hydrocarbon means that it causes no
net CO2 emissions.
By regulation or market forces, supply of
black hydrocarbon is gradually capped. This
means that CO2 emissions are reduced along
a planned decline trajectory until they are
almost eliminated, after around 50-100 years.
The traded volume of Black hydrocarbon
trends down but scarcity drives market price
up. The traded volume of Red hydrocarbon
trends up as market demand increases.
All hydrocarbon produced is available to serve
both Black and Red market demand.
The energy produced from both Black and
Red hydrocarbon competes with each other,
and other forms of carbon free energy, and so
trend towards price comparability.
Subsidies and special tax regimes no longer
apply to either the HC or energy market.
Governments are not involved in pricing. The
markets alone rule the price of energy and
the price of HC production.
All types of carbon free energy (including Red
HC energy) become investible, so all types of
carbon free energy are able to compete with
one another, commercial/ private investment
alone supports the Investment without state
aid, and the investment potential of the HC
industries’ and its expertise is preserved
andavailable for the ﬁght against climate
change and in their own vital interests.

The hydrocarbon industries become
important investors in Red hydrocarbon
energy.
The aim is to reduce CO2 emissions overall to
zero or to a tolerable level, in a practical, long
term & sustainable basis, in an acceptable
time frame, on the basis of commercially
available capital investment, using a market
driven system, independent of the public
purse, without competitive/discriminatory,
taxes and public subsidies, whilst delivering
energy prices that people can tolerate and
accept.
Red Hydrocarbon is a not-for-proﬁt think
tank which aims to engage everyone in new
discussions. It is particularly relevant to
professionals already involved in politics,
business and commerce including those who
are directly involved with the hydrocarbon
industries, the energy industry and the
climate issue.
To read more about how it can work, see
http://bit.ly/rexredhc3

